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	Nonlinear Stochastic Operator Equations, 9780120443758 (0120443759), Academic Press, 1986


	A previous volume, Stochastic Systems (1983), was the first systematic

	book bringing nonlinear and stochastic equations within the reach of engi

	neers and physicists concerned with the difficulties of real systems and fron

	tier problems in which conventional techniques such as linearization and

	perturbation are not sufficient or realistic.





	This volume increases very substantially the scope of the work to cover

	very wide classes of equations. It is a simple and powerful method applicable

	to the solution of a multitude of problems in physics, engineering, operations

	research, systems analysis, economics, biology, medicine, and other fields.





	Forthcoming volumes will deal with applications to physics and engineer

	ing. Previously, either such problems were not realistically formulated or the

	approximations made and the methods used made the results either unreal

	istic or misleading. This work will necessitate the rewriting of the mathemat

	ics and physics books since mathematics deals largely with linear operator

	theory and physics with perturbation. In my view, this overall work will have

	a profound impact on mathematics and on the modeling of problems of

	physics, engineering, economics, biology, and medicine and may well be

	viewed in retrospect as one of the significant contributions of this century.

	This work is a scientific breakthrough. The importance of it cannot be

	overemphasized.
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Practical Handbook of Photovoltaics, Second Edition: Fundamentals and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2011

	As part of the growing sustainable and renewable energy movement, the design, manufacture and use of photovoltaic devices is increasing in pace and frequency. The Handbook of Photovoltaics will be a 'benchmark' publication for those involved in the design, manufacture and use of these devices.


	The Handbook covers the...


		

IEEE 802 Wireless Systems: Protocols, Multi-Hop Mesh/Relaying, Performance and Spectrum CoexistenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Throughout the next decade, 802 wireless systems will become an integral part of fourth generation (4G) cellular communication systems, where the convergence of wireless and cellular networks will materialize through support of interworking and seamless roaming across dissimilar wireless and cellular radio access technologies. IEEE 802 Wireless...

		

Managing and Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Managers do not have the luxury of abdicating participation in information
	systems decisions.Managers who choose to do so risk limiting their future business
	options. Information systems are at the heart of virtually every business interaction,
	process, and decision, especially when one considers the vast penetration of the
	Web in the...





	

Simply Java: An Introduction to Java Programming (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005

	Why write yet another introductory Java book? The answer is simple; I was unable to find a suitable textbook for teaching introductory Java programming. This is for three main reasons. First, every Java textbook I looked at, or taught from, was too tedious to read. I could not justify asking my students to read something that I was incapable...


		

Methodologies and Software Engineering for Agent Systems: The Agent-Oriented Software Engineering HandbookSpringer, 2004
With increasing acceptance of agent-based computing, a great deal of new research related to the identification and definition of suitable models, and techniques to support the development of complex Multiagent Systems (MAS) has emerged. This research generally identified as Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE), continually proposes new...

		

Native Docker Clustering with SwarmPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Get to grips with Docker Swarm, one of the key components of the Docker ecosystem.
	
		Optimize Swarm and SwarmKit features for scaling massive applications through containers.
	
		Learn about Docker’s scheduling tricks, high availability, security, and platform scalability.
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